PCA National Specialty Results, Tulsa, Oklahoma
held on May 29, 2019 for Obedience and Rally
Judge: Ms. Helen Smith (Obedience)
Judge: Ms. Dovie Ryan (Rally)

Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Classes (Obedience)

DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UD OM1 BN
TS32006203. 5/26/16. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE - CH DENZEL CAN’T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Eugene Morris

Highest Combined Score in Open B and Utility B (Obedience)

DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UD OM1 BN
TS32006203. 5/26/16. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE - CH DENZEL CAN’T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Eugene Morris

Highest Combined Score in Advanced B and Excellent B (Rally)

4 PAWS JEWEL THIEF RE TKA AXJ FDC CGCU CGCA CDX BN NF THD.

Obedience Novice B

FIRST PLACE - CH SLEEPY CREEK’S DIAMOND’S & PEARLS CD
TS27044401. 8/21/15. Brdr: Candy Janke, GCH CH NAMASTE MISSION TO CIVILIZE - CH SLEEPY CREEKS SAILOR MAN’S IMAGE CD . Owners: Candy Janke
SECOND PLACE - CHECKITOUT DISORDERLY CONDUCT BN RA.
TS31836801. 8/11/16. Brdr: Kelsey Corn, PATUXENT’S LOOKING FOR JUSTICE - CHECKITOUT
DIRT ROAD RECKONING CDX BN RE NAJ. Owners: Kelsey Corn

THIRD PLACE - WHISPERING OAKS STAR DUST BN RN CGC.
TR82920601. 10/31/08. Brdr: Pamela Wright, WINDSORS YOU ARE EVERYTHING RN RA CGC -
WHISPERING OAKS PIXIE DUST RN RA RE CGC. Owners: Pamela A Wright

FOURTH PLACE - BLUE MOUNTAIN ACRE'S TICKLE MY FANCY
TS28946802. 12/6/15. Brdr: Conie Anne Fletcher, MARQUIS COURT'S CHIPPENDALE - MARQUIS
COURT'S MERCEDES. Owners: Shari Tickle

Obedience Open A

FIRST PLACE - STARFLEET RIDE THE ROCKET
TS18249906. 6/7/13. Brdr: Kathy Taylor, Jennifer Able-jones, GCH CH MICFRIENDS WILLING
AND ABLE - SATURNIJA TAURAPILIS. Owners: Shari Tickle

Obedience Open B

FIRST PLACE - DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UD OM1 BN
TS32006203. 5/26/16. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE -
CH DENZEL CAN’T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Eugene Morris

SECOND PLACE - OTCH MY DOLLY MOLLY TWO SPOTS OGM UDX24 VER
TR84013301. 2/3/09. Brdr: Jason Wattenbarger , MISTER NOAH LOTT - ROYAL PANDA ECHO.
Owners: Nancy Muller Md

THIRD PLACE - DOMINO OAKHILL'S CALIFORNIA POPPY UDX3 OM4 VERS
TS25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperato, GCH DOMINO'S ON THE MONEY - CH DOMINO'S
DREAM AND JUBILEE. Owners: Hilary Hunter

FIRST PLACE - GCH CH OTCH DENZEL THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT UDX10 OGM
TR96250901. 12/3/09. Brdr: Tracy Burdick , CH DENZEL HAIL TO THE CHIEF - CH DENZEL DEVIL-
MAY-CARE. Owners: Eugene I Morris, Ann C Arnold
Obedience Utility B

FIRST PLACE - DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UD OM1 BN
TS32006203. 5/26/16. Brdr: Nicole Laver, Tracy Burdick, CH ALLSTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE - CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS. Owners: Eugene Morris

SECOND PLACE - OTCH CH EZEE'S HEY GOOD LOOKIN' UDX2 MA7

THIRD PLACE - DOMINO OAKHILL'S CALIFORNIA POPPY UDX3 OM4 VERS
TS25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperato, GCH DOMINO'S ON THE MONEY - CH DOMINO'S DREAM AND JUBILEE. Owners: Hilary Hunter

FOURTH PLACE - OTCH MY DOLLY MOLLY TWO SPOTS OGM UDX24 VER
TR84013301. 2/3/09. Brdr: Jason Wattenbarger, MISTER NOAH LOTT - ROYAL PANDA ECHO. Owners: Nancy Muller Md

Obedience Beginner Novice B

FIRST PLACE - PILOT'S GOOD FLIGHT
TS37818902. 2/18/18. Brdr: Don Bauer, Marilyn Bauer, CH PILOT CAPRICES CHUCK YEAGER - GCH CH PILOT LOCKHEED ELECTRA. Owners: Cathy Parker

Obedience Veterans

FIRST PLACE - OTCH MACH STARFLEET'S GOOD ADVENTURE UDX5 OM7
TR92916703. 12/9/09. Brdr: Kathy Taylor, CH STARFLEET SPECIAL PROSECUTOR - STARFLEET MOONLIGHT TIARA . Owners: Cathy Parker

SECOND PLACE - RIFF RAFF RIDICULED
TS12051701. 1/26/12. Brdr: Mardell Leppington, EXCLUSIVE IMAGE FORUSSI - CH CANISPHERE'S ANGEL EYES. Owners: Debra Robertson

THIRD PLACE - PINNACLE SAMSON WHAT A TRIP CGC UD RE
Obedience Preferred Utility

FIRST PLACE - CH THE PINES GABRIELLA OF COQUINA
TR54889401. 7/25/06. Brdr: L Horan, CH COQUINA SOMETHING IN THE AIR CD RN - CH THE PINES CAMEO ROSE. Owners: Hillary Hunter

Rally Novice A

FIRST PLACE- STARFLEET SHALL WE DANCE
S18249903. 6/7/13. Brdr: Kathy Taylor, Jennifer Able Jones, MICFRIENDS WILLING AND ABLE - SATURNIJA TAURAPILIS. Owners: Kathleen Stiny

Rally Novice B

FIRST PLACE - CH CASABELLA'S GIRLS GOT TUDE BY SKIES
TS30132402. 4/6/16. Brdr: Ginger Read, Howard Read, GCHS CH VALENTINO BY MONARCH CD AX AXJ CGCA - SKIES GIRL ON FIRE OF QUILLO. Owners: Carol Lauren-Schmidt

SECOND PLACE – TOPFLITE LOVE IN MOTION PCD BN TKP CGC
TS36116903. 6/10/17. Brdr: Sandra L. Schumacher, CH Marquis Court's Set Fire to the Reign - CH Topflite Money in Motion. Owners: Linda Repphun, Sandra L Schumacher

THIRD PLACE – SOLAIRE CHIP OFF THE GOLD BLOCK
TS26502903. 6/11/15. Brdr: June Aukerman, GCH DELYTEFUL N FLINTERS CASCADE GOLD - PEPA SOLAIRE IDA CLAIRE. Owners: Kelsey Corn

FOURTH PLACE - PINNACLE AM I LOVE CGC BN

Rally Intermediate

FIRST PLACE - CH CALIVAR SHAKESPEARE RN
TR39268304. 5/4/05. Brdr: Kenneth Purdy, Don Colvard, CH KINGS EDITION OF LORD JIM - CH PISCES PARISIAN. Owners: Jan Marie First
**Rally Advanced B**

**FIRST PLACE – 4 PAWS JEWEL THIEF RE TKA AXJ FDC CGCU CGCA CDX BN NF THD.**

**SECOND PLACE - GCHS VALENTINO BY MONARCH CD PCD BN RE FDC AX AXJ NF T2B THD RATN CGCA TKP (VPX) (SOD)**
TS10841901. 2/29/12. Brdr: Margie Riccomini, CH MONARCH’S MIGHTY TITUS BY SANDEL - MONARCH’S BLOSSOM QUEEN. Owners: Carol Laruen-Schmidt, Lauren Soderberg, Audra Lynn

**THIRD PLACE - DOMINO’S WALK ON THE WILD SIDE CD BN RN TKN**
TS32670401. 12/16/16. Brdr: Sandra Vaillancourt, Laura Temperato, GCH DOMINO’S HIGH VOLTAGE - CH DOMINO’S DIAMOND JUBILEE CD BN RE. Owners: Ann Bruno

**Rally Excellent B**

**FIRST PLACE – 4 PAWS JEWEL THIEF RE TKA AXJ FDC CGCU CGCA CDX BN NF THD.**

**SECOND PLACE - GCHS VALENTINO BY MONARCH CD PCD BN RE FDC AX AXJ NF T2B THD RATN CGCA TKP (VPX) (SOD)**
TS10841901. 2/29/12. Brdr: Margie Riccomini, CH MONARCH’S MIGHTY TITUS BY SANDEL - MONARCH’S BLOSSOM QUEEN. Owners: Carol Laruen-Schmidt, Lauren Soderberg, Audra Lynn

**Rally Master**

**FIRST PLACE - 4 PAWS JOLENE, JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN BN CDX CGCA CGCU FDC NAJ OA OF RAE THD TKA.**
TS21321001. 4/14/14. Brdr: 4 PAWS FOR ABILITY INC, KALISSE 4 PAWS FIRST CLASS ACT - KEN MAR II HAVE GLITZ AND GLAM. Owners: Gail Gardner, Jane Schnowner
SECOND PLACE – BLUE MOUNTAIN ACRE'S TICKLE MY FANCY
TS28946802. 12/6/15. Brdr: Conie Anne Fletcher, MARQUIS COURT'S CHIPENDALE - MARQUIS COURT'S MERCEDES. Owners: Shari Tickle

THIRD PLACE - STARFLEET RIDE THE ROCKET
TS18249906. 6/7/13. Brdr: Kathy Taylor, Jennifer Able-jones, GCH CH MICFRIENDS WILLING AND ABLE - SATURNIJA TAURAPILIS. Owners: Shari Tickle

THIRD PLACE – AMELIA EAR HEART FLUTTERING BY CD RE MX MXJ MJS MXP2 MJP2 MJPB OF T2B CGC TKA
TR61655705. 1/9/07. Brdr: Chris Roering, Rodger Roering, CH TROUPE DE LA ROSE DAWN'S EARLY LITE - TROUPE DE LA ROSE IVY RBN BOWS. Owners: Jane M Schrier, Gail M Gardner